
Cathy’s Key Updates (her comments are in italics)
27 December 2023 to 2 Janauary 2024
(Note full disclaimer located at the end of this compilation.)

27 December 2023

>😤 "Pope Francis Authorizes WEF To Rewrite ‘Fact Checked’ Holy Bible" - Includes 8.42
min vid.
(Excerpt:) "The World Economic Forum has been granted authorization by Pope Francis to
rewrite the Holy Bible, according to a WEF insider who reveals the pope wants the new
“fact-checked” version of the Bible to be far more political, with a central place for the primacy of
nature, and far less about God.":
https://thepeoplesvoice.tv/pope-francis-authorizes-wef-to-rewrite-fact-checked-holy-bible/

>🤔 • "Israel Kills High-Ranking Iranian General in Syria; Iran Tells Tel Aviv to 'Begin
Countdown'":
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/world/israel-kills-high-ranking-iranian-g
eneral-in-syria-iran-tells-tel-aviv-to-begin-countdown
- and -
• "Iran warns Israel ‘will pay the price’ after Tehran claims IDF airstrike killed top
Revolutionary Guard commander":
https://nypost.com/2023/12/25/news/israeli-airstrike-reportedly-takes-out-top-iranian-commande
r-tehran-warns-israel-will-pay-the-price/?utm_source=sailthru&utm_medium=email&utm_campai
gn=news_alert&utm_content=20231225?&utm_source=sailthru&lctg=6079ac3b7030294703928
733&utm_term=NYP%20-%20News%20Alerts

>💥 "Attempted Color Revolution Foiled In Serbia"
(Excerpts:) "Serbian President Aleksandar Vucic...claimed that the protest was sponsored by
Western powers who wanted him removed from office over his cordial relations with Russia and
refusal to abandon Serbia’s claim to Kosovo, citing reports from foreign intelligence
services...Serbian Prime Minister Ana Brnabiс has expressed gratitude to the Russian security
services, which alerted Belgrade to plans for riots in the capital.":
https://countercurrents.org/2023/12/attempted-color-revolution-foiled-in-serbia/

>🤨 "Tesla robot ATTACKS an engineer at company's Texas factory during violent
malfunction - leaving 'trail of blood' and forcing workers to hit emergency shutdown
button":
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-12869629/Tesla-robot-ATTACKS-engineer-comp
anys-Texas-factory-violent-malfunction-leaving-trail-blood-forcing-workers-hit-emergency-shutdo
wn-button.html

28 December 2023
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The 18th century British politician Edmund Burke said, "The greater the power, the more
dangerous the abuse", which is certainly true of the kingdoms of this world! But in terms of the
Kingdom of God, the greater the power of God, the more wonderful the liberty, love, joy, peace
and all the fruits of the Spirit!—All of which will one day cover the earth! "For the earth shall be
filled with the knowledge of the glory of the LORD, as the waters cover the sea." (Hab.2:14)
PTL! Of late, I'm not sharing so much about the USA and its politricks and its cabalistic wheel of
misfortune in terms of shootings, immigration, schools, injustice system and so on, as we're fully
aware that it's being demolished bit by bit and falling headlong towards Rev.18:2.

>💝 Amidst the horror, an extraordinary story from Gaza! Amazing!! Please view & listen (9.32
min.)! In the greatest of darkness, Light will appear!! PTL!🙌✨
"Angel Appeared to 20 Muslim Women in Gaza & Saved Them From Being Killed!":
https://youtu.be/GTsP-l4s3yw?feature=shared

>🔥Watch this space! Red, red with warning! Yemen closes down 30% of world shipping.
• "The Yemeni Houthis Take on the Empire"
(Excerpts:) "...Yemen has shown the mega-world how to creatively stand up to the Hegemon
without threatening nuclear weapons, without initiating direct military conflict and yet achieve
their goals...Houthis are not the least intimidated by the Empire’s pretentious display of empty
threats and waning power...Houthis are unique individuals, as it appears they get their dander
up when they experience raw genocide conducted against a defenseless civilian population
which has now suffered 20,000 fatalities, gratis US bombs and missiles...Disrupting the supply
chain of shipments headed for the psychotic Israel is nothing short of genius strategy, as it goes
to the heart of what the Zionists value most; it took the Houthis to recognize the vulnerability of
international trade on its way to Israel to brazenly intercept tankers and oilers exhibiting more
chutzpah than seen among many other more well-heeled Islamic nations. As if Israel and its
patron, had not enough to worry about, Malaysia, another small chink in the chain, has joined
the fray as it has closed all its ports to Israel traffic.":
https://www.globalresearch.ca/houthis-take-empire/5844246
- and -
• "Russia's Alexander Dugin: "'Apocolypsis is now'":
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/world/russia-s-alexander-dugin-apocoly
pses-is-now

>😤 Dangerous depop dreams, designs and skullduggery!
• "CONFIRMED: Israel Planning to Dislocate ALL 2.3 Million Palestinians from Gaza Strip"
(Excerpts:) "Advertisements are now appearing in Israeli publications touting 'Gaza 2030'
showing the entire Gaza Strip as a luxury beach front Resort . . . and no Palestinians...actual
planning for the Gaza Strip once the Palestinians are forcibly dislocated from their homes. While
rumors of this forced displacement of civilians (a War Crime) have floated for weeks, for the very
first time on Christmas Day, the world got confirmation":
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/world/confirmed-israel-planning-to-dislo
cate-all-2-3-million-palestinians-from-gaza-strip
- and -
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• "As genocide unfolds, Israel settlers plan ‘dream’ beach house in Gaza":
https://www.middleeastmonitor.com/20231218-as-genocide-unfolds-israel-settlers-plan-dream-b
each-house-in-gaza/

>❗🔎❗ I highly recommend one sets their beagle nose-to-know on this and check it out. A bit
longer than most; however, imo, it's a must-read. If you want to listen instead, click on the 22.10
min. audio format within link below.
"Deagel’s Depopulation Forecast confirmed by Heavily Censored Pfizer Documents"
(Excerpts:) A controversial forecast by Deagel, a global intelligence and consulting firm, gained
attention in 2020 for its startling prediction of a significant depopulation event across the
Western World by 2025.This was a very bold claim to make. ‘Your Government is trying to kill
you’ is even bolder. But unfortunately, these bold claims are now backed up with a mountain of
evidence; Deagel’s apocalyptic figures for the Western World in 2025 are on track to be
realised.":
https://expose-news.com/2023/12/24/deagels-depopulation-forecast-confirmed-by-pfizer/

>🙌When Charles Jennens handed Handel the words, or libretto, of "Messiah", carefully
selected Old and New Testament scriptures documenting prophecies about the Messiah, Jesus'
birth, death on the cross and resurrection, it was the result of Jennens' very personal passion
and mission in retaliation to a growing interest in what is known as deism (deists do not believe
in the divinity of Christ). The music composed for the "Messiah" came forth in 24 divinely
inspired days!
• "The True Story Behind Handel's 'Messiah' and the Day He Had a Vision of God in
Heaven" - Includes 4.51 min vid.:
https://www2.cbn.com/news/world/true-story-behind-handels-messiah-and-day-he-had-vision-go
d-heaven
- and -
• "Meaning of Numbers in the Bible - The Number 24":
https://www.biblestudy.org/bibleref/meaning-of-numbers-in-bible/24.html

>✨When we're called upon to be found worthy of a Romans 8:28 testimony, let us embrace it
with Christ-empowered courage and triumphantly tenacious trust!
"My Christmas heart attack - David Kupelian offers personal example of how God makes
'all things work together for good'":
https://www.wnd.com/2023/12/christmas-heart-attack/

>👏 She's on-fire! - Excellent short, sharp & succinct deconstruct of the planned NWO! -
Approx. 4 min vid.:
https://www.facebook.com/reel/7354517141233719

29 December 2023

>💥 The delites step on the gas! Although these two are from Nov. 2023, they're a must-read
so that one is not gaslit by what's going on! Insights into why so many nations, petrostates and
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their hirelings have their hands already in the cookie jar and are deliberately and audaciously
fuelling and even charadesquely championing USrael's war crimes!
• "Everybody Wants Gaza's Gas - The $500 billion windfall shoring up EU supplies"
(Excerpts:) “While bombs rain down, business continues as usual, with Israel granting 12
licences to six companies to explore for natural gas off the country's Mediterranean coast on
October 30th. This is the latest venture to exploit one of several gas fields discovered on the
Mediterranean coast over recent decades, aiming to solve Israel’s energy dependency and,
crucially, Europe’s supplies. The total oil and gas reserves were valued at a staggering $524
billion in 2019. But Israel does not have sole legal entitlement to the $524 billion, according to a
UN report published in the same year. Not only is some of the $524 billion sourced from within
the Occupied Territory of Palestine, much of the rest sits outside national borders in the deep
sea, and thus should be shared with all relevant parties...In June 2022, under pressure to find
another source of gas since Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, the EU signed a Memorandum of
Understanding with a different colonising force to import gas from the Leviathan gas field [off the
coast of Gaza]. This gas field, the biggest of recent discoveries, holds 22 trillion cubic feet in
recoverable natural gas and could meet Israel’s domestic demands for 40 years...Natural gas is
seen as...building trading bridges with neighbouring Arab countries. Egypt began importing gas
from the Leviathan field in 2020...Natural gas, or 'LNG' is being used as a political ploy around
the world to deepen political relationships and economic interdependence as the world shifts
from oil not out of morality but simply because oil reserves are running dry...LNG is the darling
fossil fuel with 40% less carbon dioxide emissions than coal (a low bar), and 125 years of global
supply in current reserves.":
https://www.planetcritical.com/p/everybody-wants-gazas-gas
- and -
• "Behind Israel’s ‘end game’ for Gaza: Theft of offshore gas reserves":
https://iacenter.org/2023/11/15/behind-israels-end-game-for-gaza-theft-of-offshore-gas-reserves/

>🤔Water wars.
"Water increasingly at the center of conflicts from Ukraine to the Middle East" - And
beyond!:
https://www.latimes.com/environment/story/2023-12-28/water-related-conflicts-on-the-rise-world
wide

>🙌 "'She Was Clinically Dead': ER Doc Reports Dead Woman Revived by Prayer in 'True
Miracle'":
https://www2.cbn.com/news/us/she-was-clinically-dead-er-doc-reports-dead-woman-revived-pra
yer-true-miracle

30 December 2023

>🔥 Chinada's and Falsedeau's ongoing attempted eradication and eviction of Christ?
"Churches Across Canada Destroyed by Arson over Christmas":
https://newsaddicts.com/churches-across-canada-destroyed-arson-christmas/
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>⚠ One of if not THE biggest, most crucial, pivotal, problematic, powerful, dangerous 3.2
kilometers in the whole world!! The where, why, who.
"One Step Away From the Biggest Oil Shock in History":
https://internationalman.com/articles/one-step-away-from-the-biggest-oil-shock-in-history/

>😭With eye-watering charts and stats! Thank the Lord for 2Cor.10:4, that the weapons of our
warfare are not carnal! "The instruments also of the churl are evil: he deviseth wicked devices to
destroy the poor with lying words, even when the needy speaketh right. But the liberal deviseth
liberal things; and by liberal things shall he stand." (Isa.32:7-8)*
"World On Fire Sends Global Defense Orders Soaring":
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/world-fire-sends-global-defense-orders-soaring
*(Excerpts from Benson commentary - underlines my emphasis -
https://biblehub.com/commentaries/benson/isaiah/32.htm - Isa.32:7-8 - The instruments also of
the churl are evil, [ie] the vessels. It is a word of a very general signification...signifies any
person or thing which is employed in a man's service. The sense is that such covetous or
wicked princes most willingly choose and employ wicked men in their affairs, because such men
will, without any regard to conscience or justice, serve all their exorbitant desires. It includes,
however, his counsels, practices, and arts, which are here declared to be generally evil. He
deviseth wicked devices. He uses all his understanding and art to do injuries to others, to
destroy the poor with lying words, with false and unrighteous decrees...But the liberal deviseth
liberal things. He who is truly liberal and virtuous will show it by designing and practising liberal
or virtuous actions. And by liberal things shall he stand. He who does so will not destroy himself,
thereby, as wicked men falsely suppose, but establish and advance himself. The Christian
reader need not be told how exactly the particulars, expressed in these verses, belong to
Christ's Kingdom, Who is a hiding-place from the storm of sin and the world, John 16:33; Whose
Kingdom is a Kingdom of light, of faith, of love; all whose subjects are enlightened by the
knowledge of the glory of God, in the face of Jesus Christ, Who gave eyes to the blind, ears to
the deaf, tongues to the dumb, and, by His divine grace, changed the most churlish and illiberal
dispositions into generosity and love.)

>💥 "From Transgenderism To Transhumanism"
(Excerpts:) "The [delites] wish to...soften our resistance...in order to create a higher form of
humanity, an improved human...transhumanism...new techno-religion...first by genetic
manipulation, then by merging with machines, and then shedding the human body
altogether...With this end goal in mind, the wild promotion of transgenderism and the rest of the
alphabet sexualities (LGBTQIA) makes sense, as it will help undermine the old, traditional,
Christian form of humanity and give rise to the new, better humanity...[a] continuation of the
satanic lie whispered in man’s ears in the Garden of Eden: You can become equal to God...The
antidote to all of this is, therefore, a complete rejection of evolution and all the ideas that flow
from it, and a resolute stand within the Church established by the Lord Jesus Christ...the choice
is ours – whether to continue down into the abyss via the path of demonic ‘evolutionary
progress’ or to repent and ascend the mountain of Christian deification instead, to become ‘new
creations’ in Christ (II Corinthians 5:17).":
https://thehayride.com/2023/12/garlington-from-transgenderism-to-transhumanism/
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>🙄 Hownotsu do business! No surprises, though, as they no doubt know of scoundrels in
other fields of business who fudge and fake it! "Indeed, there are wicked scoundrels among my
people." (Jer.5:26a NET)
"Toyota-owned automaker [Daihatsu] halts Japan production after admitting it tampered
with safety tests for 30 years...The oldest case was traced back to 1989":
https://edition.cnn.com/2023/12/27/business/daihatsu-japan-production-halt-safety-tests-intl-hnk
/index.html

>😍 At the onset of an amazing New Year, a heart-warming reminder of the power and
blessings that spring forth from volunteering! PTL!
"Formula 1 legend's daughter opens up about homelessness"
(Excerpts:) The daughter of a Formula 1 legend has described how she went from jet setting to
homelessness before turning her life around...As part of her recovery from alcoholism,
Christianne was encouraged to volunteer...Christianne is encouraging other people to consider
volunteering as a New Year's resolution. 'It's never too late to make a change. Just keep putting
one foot in front of the other and things will happen,' she added.":
https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-england-hampshire-67628350

31 December 2023

>🎁 A New-Year's🥰WOW🥰! Want to know how to make your life gel? Soooo many verses
came to mind whilst and after viewing this! Such as "Physician, heal thyself", "If ye know these
things, happy are ye if ye do them", "As a man thinketh, so is he", "Let your speech always be
gracious", "Happy is that people whose God is the Lord!" and oodles more! Oh, the perils of
clothing oneself with self-loathing! Thank the Lord our inner-water is joined with His, springing
up into everlasting life in every aspect of our lives!
"The Miraculous Nature of Water" - (This must-see 5.31 min vid comes with its transcription.)
(Excerpts:) "Most people think of water as being very special because of its ease of existence in
three different states; liquid, ice, and vapor. But the water in our body is not in any of these
states. The water that makes up our cells is in the gel state. Science is now recognizing a fourth
state of water...This fourth state is an electro-polar state wherein some of the water becomes a
negatively charged gel and the rest, known as bulk water, maintains a positive charge and
remains more like a liquid. This electro-propulsion creates movement and kinetic energy...To
thrive, this natural propulsion system requires a connection to the Earth [grounding!], sunlight,
positive human connection, and peace of mind. Our body is made up of over fifty trillion cells
and each one’s health is dependent upon our own. Our happiness, or lack thereof, not only
affects our health, it affects the health of everyone who enters our environment. So if you’d like
to make the world a better place, then learn how to be happy.":
https://gregreese.substack.com/p/the-miraculous-nature-of-water

>🤔 They want what he's already ordered: an Artic El Dorado, with ice!
"Putin’s Advances in The Arctic"
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(Excerpts:) "The subsoil is full of oil, gas, rare earths and precious minerals like gold, uranium,
and copper...these riches are now more accessible, fueling the greed of major Western powers.
But in this conquest of the Arctic, Russia already has a head start.":
https://tapnewswire.com/2023/12/putins-advances-in-the-arctic/

>💥 And the above ties in with this?
"How Yemen Changed Everything"
(Excerpts:) "In chess, there always comes a time when a simple pawn is able to upset the whole
chessboard, usually via a move in the back rank whose effect simply cannot be calculated...a
pawn can impose a seismic checkmate. That’s where we are, geopolitically, right now...Yemen’s
[resistance movement] Ansarallah stunning and carefully targeted blockade of the Red
Sea...Putin, on the record, is now sending an unmistakable message: Forget the Suez Canal.
The way to go is the Northern Sea Route – which the Chinese, in the framework of the
Russia-China strategic partnership, call the Arctic Silk Road...Rosatom, which oversees the
Northern Sea Route, has emphasized that non-ice-class ships are now able to sail throughout
summer and autumn, and year-round navigation will soon be possible with the help of a fleet of
nuclear icebreakers. All that as direct consequences of the single Yemeni move. What next?
Yemen entering BRICS+ at the summit in Kazan in late 2024, under the Russian presidency?":
https://www.lewrockwell.com/2023/12/no_author/how-yemen-changed-everything/

>💪🙏🙌 "The people that do know their God shall be strong, and do exploits. The Lord is
faithful, Who shall stablish you, and keep you from evil." (Dan.11:32; 2Thes.3:3)
"10 predictions for 2024: Get ready for tough times with war and economic collapse on
the horizon - Expect civil unrest to break out in 2024 as globalist elites go for the final takedown
of America as we know it in preparation for their satanic digital reset of the world order...some
are more like trends than predictions"
(Excerpts:) "...continued war on free speech.[&].food and fiat currencies.[&].banking and
financial sectors...Lawlessness and civil unrest will continue...Construction of a wall at the
U.S.-Mexico border finally commences in 2024...to keep Americans...Continued apostasy of the
church...increasing persecution of the true Church...Continued ramping up of the
government-corporate propaganda campaign to push fear of viruses and sickness...All vaccines
will become mRNA. Once man discovered he can hack into and change human genetics, it
opened up a whole new playing field for Satan to continue his thousands of years’ effort to
destroy the seed of Adam. Satan knows his ultimate destination is the Lake of Fire and he’s
hoping to take as many humans there with him...Israel and its Muslim enemies will ramp up their
war in the Middle East...We must pray for peace and against the globalist warmongers, while at
the same time preparing ourselves for war physically, mentally and spiritually. I believe God will
preserve a remnant even within a collapsed empire that has made a point of casting Him out of
its society, culture and even most of its churches.":
https://leohohmann.com/2023/12/29/10-predictions-for-2024-get-ready-for-tough-times-with-war
-and-economic-collapse-on-the-horizon/
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>🐢WOW! I will never look at a turtle the same again! 1.10 min. vid - Even turtles confirm
THE Designer and Creator. God knows how to shell out the Truth! Let's turtle on for 2024! The
hare got caught up in and sidelined by the cares of this life, but the turtle made it! PTL!:
https://www.facebook.com/reel/892546265501977

1 January 2024

>💪 "Taking Stock of Where We are as We Enter the Unknown - Reflections on the path
we've travelled since the Covidcrisis transformed our world"
(Excerpts:) "I truly never thought the US [and the world?!] would go this entirely crazy in so short
a time. I had no doubt it would go crazy, but the speed at which we slipped down the rabbit hole
since Covid hit in 2020 is head-spinning...massive pile-up of government debt...the removal of
male/female designations from birth certificates...masses readily threw away their freedom of
speech just to protect themselves from having to hear anything they don’t like or agree with. Our
nation has turned the pages of 1984 into prophetic words, so have many other nations...I would
say, 'God save us all', but I think FIRST it is apparent God is letting us go ahead and destroy
ourselves. Evil contains the seeds of its own destruction, and it appears to me God is letting
those seeds sprout and grow as people wish, giving humanity free rein to destroy itself. That will
be a tough ride for those with the sense to see that it is happening...When I think of all the
present delusions, I think about the following ancient passage as describing our times: God’s
Wrath Against Sinful Humanity - Rom.1:18-32...Isa.5:20...2Thes.2:8-12 [quoted in article]...Seek
the light, grip reality, hold the truth and tell it...Be light, be real, be true, then share who you are
with integrity and love...":
https://www.thedailydoom.com/p/taking-stock-of-where-we-are-as-we

>💥 "Sacrificing for the Greater Good":
(Excerpts:) "I’m really tired of pussy footing around...I’m now calling a spade a spade and
forgetting about being polite or politically correct. These people who believe this charade are
destroying our lives, as well as destroying humanity itself. I don’t wish harm to them (well, to the
perpetrators I wish justice), but I am done trying to be nice about all this...Step up to the plate
and do what your God-given brain was designed to do. Stop slobbering at the feet of mommy
medicine and daddy dictator and take your life back. Enough is enough...the horrific picture
being painted by the agenda is simply not true. And even if it all were true, the way to go about
remedying the situation is not how the globalists are proceeding. Their agenda is evil, it is
genocidal, not only to humans, but to every living organism on earth, and it is entirely fabricated
as a means to obtain control and exploitation over the population of the earth...":
https://off-guardian.org/2023/12/30/sacrificing-for-the-greater-good/

>🤨 "...the devils also believe, and tremble" (Jam.2:19b) And it includes 30 bathrooms!? Well, I
guess he and his cohorts will need 'em, as they'll certainly be shyting themselves when "heaven
opened, and behold a white horse; and He that sat upon him was called Faithful and True, and
in righteousness He doth judge and make war." (Rev.19:11)
"Mark Zuckerberg’s new apocalypse bunker in Hawaii sparks conspiracy that billionaires
are Doomsday prepping":
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https://endtimeheadlines.org/2023/12/mark-zuckerbergs-new-apocalypse-bunker-in-hawaii-spar
ks-conspiracy-that-billionaires-are-doomsday-prepping/

2 January 2024

>🔎 "Why 2024 Will Be A Year For The Ages: Prophetic Signs In The Heavens Show
God's Looming Judgement Upon Us Nears With The Skies The Harbingers Of Wars And
Other Impending Disasters" (Note: The meaning of the white horse is up for debate for some,
yet overall, imo, worth posting.)
(Excerpt:) "...the Lord said a number of times that He uses the heavens to give signs and
seasons and that there are going to be signs in the heavens before Jesus Christ returns to
Earth":
http://allnewspipeline.com/2024_Year_For_The_Ages.php

>🔥 Britain, the U.S. and an unnamed European country are reportedly preparing to launch
strikes against Houthi militants if they continue to attack shipping in the Red Sea. In effect, they
are prepared to use force of arms to ensure that trade routes in and out of Israel remain open.
• "Britain prepares to launch attacks on Iran-backed Houthi militants in the Red Sea if the
'terrorists' continue to fire at vessels - as Foreign Secretary Cameron issues warning to Tehran":
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-12914665/Britain-prepares-launch-attacks-Iran-backed-
Houthi-militants-Red-Sea-terrorists-continue-fire-vessels-Foreign-Secretary-Cameron-issues-wa
rning-Tehran.html
- and -
• "Yemen’s Houthi rebels say 10 members killed in US attack in Red Sea":
https://www.aa.com.tr/en/middle-east/yemen-s-houthi-rebels-say-10-members-killed-in-us-attack
-in-red-sea/3097063

>💥🙏 • "Massive 7.6-magnitude earthquake strikes Japan destroying buildings and
trapping victims under rubble - as country braces for 16ft tsunami and terrified residents are
told to flee to higher ground" - Links below contains several short vids and maps:
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-12915907/Tsunami-warning-7-4-magnitude-earthquake
-Japan.html
- and -
• "Japan braces for MORE earthquakes after deadly swarm of 80 tremors struck in one
day trapping victims under rubble, cutting off towns and triggering tsunami - as videos show
scale of devastation":
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-12916539/Japan-braces-earthquakes-deadly-swarm-80
-tremors-struck-one-day-trapping-victims-rubble-cutting-towns-triggering-tsunami-videos-scale-d
evastation.html

>🤔 "Wikileaks just dumped all of their files online. Everything from Hillary Clinton's emails,
McCain's being guilty, Vegas shooting done by an FBI sniper, Steve Jobs HIV letter,
PedoPodesta, Afghanistan, Syria, Iran, Bilderberg, CIA agents arrested for rape, WHO
pandemic. Happy Digging!" - (Link given: https://file.wikileaks.org/file/):
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https://twitter.com/CartlandDavid/status/1731842247157534831

> And in so doing, as with CERN drilling, will more Hell from beneath be released, the Abyss
giving up its evil spirit reinforcements for the Endtime invasion? Combine this drilling with
China's Five-hundred-meter Aperture Spherical Telescope (FAST; Chinese:五百米口径球面射
电望远镜), nicknamed Tianyan (天眼, lit. "Sky's/Heaven's Eye"), what does that tell us? Such
endeavours bewrayeth them! "Men's hearts failing them for fear, and for looking after those
things which are coming on the earth: for the powers of heaven shall be shaken." (Luke 21:26)
"China's Ultra-Deepwater Drilling Ship Mengxiang Sets Sail To Reach Earth's Mantle - The
Mengxiang aims to penetrate the crust and reach the mantle from the sea surface,
opening an unknown door for scientific research"
(Excerpt:) "Traditionally, human activities and scientific exploration have been limited to the
crust's surface layer, which has an average thickness of 15,000 metres. Beneath the crust lies
the mantle, a pivotal layer connecting the surface to the core. The boundary between the mantle
and crust, known as the Mohorovicic discontinuity, or Moho, remains the final barrier for humans
in exploring the mantle.":
https://www.ndtv.com/world-news/chinas-ultra-deepwater-drilling-ship-mengxiang-sets-sail-to-re
ach-earths-mantle-4765396

>💰 Top 10 countries receiving monetary aid from the USA - 1.15 min vid (link below)
10. Somalia - $0.89 billion in "Emergency Food Assistance"
9. Democratic Republic of Congo - $1 billion in "Emergency Food Assistance"
8. South Sudan - $1.1 billion in "Humanitarian Assistance"
7. Jordan - $1.3 billion in "Economic and Military Assistance"
6. Egypt - $1.3 billion in "Economic and Military Assistance"
5. Ethiopia - $1.4 billion in "Emergency Food Assistance"
4. Syria - $1.5 billion in "Humanitarian and Emergency Assistance"
3. Afghanistan - $1.6 billion in "Humanitarian and Emergency Assistance"
2. Israel - $20 billion in "Military Aid and Defense Capabilities"
1. Ukraine - $50 billion in "Military Aid"
And wanna bet your bottom dollar that that all comes with a slew of "or else" strings attached!?
Some strange bedfellows in this lineup, eh? As in, "Huh? I thought that country was anti-US!?"
Sleight of hand, slight of wrist! They make you think that, but it's actually this! Twisted
perception, obreption, subreption! Do your own research! Don't drink their deception!:
https://www.facebook.com/reel/914018880273168

>🙌🥂 Jesus said, "I will not drink henceforth of this fruit of the vine, until that day when I drink
it new with you in My Father's kingdom.” (Mat.26:29) So courage to all as together we embark
on this new year; as together we listen to and sing this song, as we raise our cups of true
Christian kindness and "do good unto all men, especially unto them who are of the household of
faith." (Gal.6:10):
https://fb.watch/pj3Wp0Ehl3/

***Disclaimer***
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